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The K-series centrifuges were initially designed for the isolation of 
influenza virus from chorioallant,oic fluid (I, 2). Temperat,urc control is 
not critical for the preparation of influenza vaccine; therefore, provisions 
for it were minimal. Aqueous coolant in a cont’ninment system was cir- 
culated around the seals, cooled oil was passed through ‘the bearings, and 
cold brine was passed through a refrigera.tion jacket lining the rotor 
chatiber (2). 

The use of the K-series centrifuges has been expand4 beyond vaccine 
production into the field of serum and subcellular particle fractionation 
by tht design and fabrication of rotors K-III through K-XI (t.0 be de- 
scrilbed in later publications). For many of these pcparations it is neces- 
sary to ‘control the temperature of the rotor and the ‘continuous-flow sam- 
ple stream near 3°C in a K-cent,rifuge with a C-t’ype casing (1). 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTIOX 

The thermodynamic system can be divided int’o t,wo par& (Fig. 1) : 
(u) the rotor secured inside an evacuated armor casing ‘by two hollow 
axial shafts and (b) the sample fluid lines which consist of a holl~ow paa- 
sage through the lower seal housing, the lower seal, the lower shaft’, the 
upper shaft, t,he upper seal, and the upper seal housing. The lower shaft 
is supported by one journal (bearing, whereas the upper shaft passes 
through three journal bearings and the turbine wheel which is mounted 
on two ball bearings. 

‘The Molecular Anatomy (MAN) Program is supported by the National Cancer 
Institute, the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, the National Institute 
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. and the U. S. Btomic Energy Commission. 

‘Operated by Union Carbide Corporation Nuclear Division for the> U. S. Atomit 
Ener,gg Commission. 
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SAMPLE FLOW STREAM 

! 

Upper Shaft 

FIG. 1. Sample flow stream of :K-series centrifuge with associated components. 

SoL,;rces of hewt in the s?/stem. The division of the thermodynamic sys- 
tem into two parts reflects the two basic opernt,ing modes of t,he ,centrifuge, 
namely, batch and continuous-sample flow. When the ,centrifuge is oper- 
ated .with a batch-type rotor t,hat is loaded and unloaded at, rest (stati- 
cally), only the rot,or temperature is of concern during rotation. In this 
mode, heat enters the system by r,pnductjon along the two shafts, con- 
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duct.ion across t.hc armor casing with radiat,ion and gas conduction t.o t,he 
rotor, and from collision of gas molecules wit,h t,he rotor surface. The 
second (basic use of the centrifuge is continuous-flow operation. Here the 
sample stream flows into the spinning rotor where the parkles of interest, 
(or contaminating particles) are removed from the flow stream which 
then continues on out of the centrifuge. In this operation it is necessary 
to control the temperature of t,he continuous-flow stream as well as the 
rotor temperature. Therefore, t,o the heat sources previously considered 
must be added friction in the four journal bearings, in the ball Ibearing 
supports of the turbine wheel, and between the seal facts. This heat is 
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FIG. 2. Temperature detection and control instrumentation for K-C centrifuge: 

RC, refrigeration compressor 
EV, expansion valve 
RJ, refrigeration jacket 
SV. solenoid valve 
TC, temperature controller 
R, rotor 
TH. thermocouples 
VC, vac’uum coupling 

SM, indicating potent,iometcr 
SWi; wtransmitting slide aim 
CA, current amplifier 
TE. thermoelectric module 
A. armor casing 
T. thermiat or 
VA, voltage amplitier 
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cw~ductcd directly across the shaft wall to the sampIe stream, as is heat 
from the environment. 

The problem is thus resolved into temperature determination of the 
roto.r, dissipation of heat from its surface, and removal of heat from the 
seals and bearings wit’h appropriate temperature measurement. 

Ibtor sur)‘uce heat removal and temperature detection. The refrigera- 
tion jacket lining the rotor chamber was incorporated into a gas-expansion 
rcfrigerat’ion system (Fig. 2). The system is cont,rolled through ma s’olenoid 
valve in the low pressure line of a 1 hp compressor in order to minimize 
orershoot. of the rotor t,emperature. Freon 12 was the original refrigerant; 
however, a 3:l mixture of Freon 12/Freon 22 was subsequently used to 
achieve lower jacket. temperatures (-45%). 

The rotor temperature sensing device must accurately determine the 
rot,or surface temperature (0 to +37”) while (being in close proximity to 
the refrigeration jacket (0 to -45”). To prevent the refrigeration jacket 
temperature from biasing the rotor temperature measurement, a radiom- 
eter assembly similar to that used in the Beckman model L-4 ultracen- 
trifuge:’ was employed. Two thermocouples were ‘formed ‘back-to-back by 
welding a short section of 3&gage constantan wire ‘between two pieces of 
36gage copper wire. One thermocouple was cemented to the back of a 
0.5 in. diameter disc of aluminum foil, the face of which had been 
blackened; ‘the other was inserted into the ‘b,ody of a bright ,a.luminum 
reflector in which the foil disc is mounted. Any difference in temperature 
between the disc and its reflector (and, therefore, between the two 
thermocouples) produces a :net voltage. This volt,age actuates a potenti- 
ometer with a range of -0.5 to +0.5 mV I(A!i” == -12.8” to +12.8”C). 
A retransmitting slide wire in the potent,iometer was connected between 
+I5 and -15 V snd its wiper tied to t’he sequence: operat’ional amplifier, 
current amplifier, ‘:md a thermoelectric module4 physically attached to 
the back of the reflector. Thus, a difference in temperature between the 
disc and its holder-reflector initiates a chain of events that results in the 
temperature of the reflector attainin, c that of the disc. Starting from 
equilibrium, a AT of O.l”C is ‘sufficient to activate the thermoelectric 
module. This ;i.ssern’bly permits two options not otherwise open: (n) the 
trmperuture of t.he rot,or can ‘be accurately measured wit,11 a thermistor, 
which then controls” the refrigera’tion system, and l(6) the measuring de- 

3Ueckman Instruments, Inc., E’alo Alto, California. 
’ Motlcl 3952-1, Cnmhridge Thermionic Corp., Ca,mbridge, Mass. Mention of com- 

mrrcld products in this paper is meant to be informative rather than restrictive. 
Other products of similar characteristics may work equally well. 

’ Model 72 temperature controller, Yellow Springs Instruments, Yellow Springs, 
Ohio 
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vice cztn bc mounted close to the refrigeration jacket without affecting 
the accuracy of rot,or temperature measurements. The therm&or was 
inserted in a hole in the reflector packed with heat sink compound,6 and 
the hole was sealed with a metal epoxy cement in order to prevent elec- 
trical leakage clue to oil. The entire assembly was mounted on an alumi- 
num plate that was bolted to the armor ring through holes drilled in the 
refrigeration jacket, the armor ring being the heat, sink for the thermo- 
electric module. 

The accuracy of the radiometer assembly was tested against a thermis- 
t,or attached to the surface of the stationary rot’or with heat sink com- 
pound. Under a variety of cooling conditions there was no significant dif- 
ference between the t,wo readings as long as pressures lower than 50 p Hg 
were maintained. 

The efficiency of heat dissipation from different rotor surfaces was 
tested (Table 1). The clear anodized aluminum surface (K-II) was quite 

TABLE 1 
Heat. Removal from Rotor Surfacea 

Rotor 

K-II K-IIB K-III K-IIIB 

Refrigeration jacket (“C) -2.5” -25” -25” -25” -45” 
Temp. held when set, to con- 3” 3” 6” b 3” 3” 

trol at 3°C 
Time to drop from 3’ to 2°C 18 min >9Omin - 62 min 15 min 

a 30,000 rpm, 25 p Hg, no flrtid flow through rotor, oil and seal coolant at room t.em- 
perature. 

* Oil and seal coolant chilled. 

satisfactory and t.he application of velvet black paint’ (K-IIB) only 
acted as an insulator. The untreated titanium alloy surface (K-III) was 
clearly unsatisfactory. The application of a 0.003-0.005 in. thick bonded 
black epoxy coatings (K-IIIB) increased heat dissipation to the point 
that the rotor would hold 3’C, but control was marginal, as shown by the 
time required to reduce ‘the t’emperature to 2”. At this point the refrigera- 
tion jacket temperature was lowered with improved control. 

‘No. 340 silicone heat sink compound, Dow Corning Corp., Electronics Products 
Division, Hemlock, Michigan. 

’ Nextei VeIvet Coating 101-Cl0 Black, Reflectiw Products Division. Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing Co., St. Paul. Minnesota. 

a HINAC AK-2, Peninsula Products Finishing Co., Redwood City, California. 
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Heat rernovtd frond bearinys and seals. The initial attempt to cool the 
sample stream was to refrigerate the seal coolant and the lubricating oil. 
Thermocouples were installed to record the inlet, and out,let temperatures 
of the sample stream, the lubricating oil t’o both bearing assemblies, and 
the coolant to each seal. This cooling procedure succectlctl in decreasing 
the temperature differential of the sample stream t Tl.fi.lllrtlt - Ti,clx,,,nt) at 
all flow rates (Fig. 3). It was furt)her obrcrved that the tcmpcrature dif- 
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Fro. 3. Sample stream differential t.empernturc as function of snmplr strwm flow 
rate. Sample: water, 3°C input tempcrxture. Rotor: I<-IIIB, 30.000 rpm. temprrn- 
Lure set to control at 3”. Ancillary cooling conditions: (0) swl coolant. 27”; oil. 
27”; flow, bottom-to-top. (0) seal coolant. 8”; oil, 2”; flow, bottom-to-top. (A) 
seal coolant, 8” ; oil, 2” ; flow, top-to-bottom. 

fcrential was less if the sa.mple flowt~l in t.hc top and out the bottom t.han 
if the stream flow-cd upward. We interpret, this t,o be due to the axial dis- 
tribution of the heat load. The lower shaft, (low heat load) runs in a single 
journal bearing, whereas the upper shaft (high heat’ load) runs in three 
journal bearings and is attached to the turbine wit,h its two ball bearings. 
Thus, fluid entering the rotor from the top will carry the heat, absorbed 
from the upper bearings into the rotor, from which it can be dissipated to 
the refrigeration jacket, while, in qnvnrtl flow, the heat from the upper 
bearings will leave the system directly in t.he effluent stream with only 
the seal coolant available to lower the stream ttmperatme. This interpre- 
tation is supported by these facts: when the refrigeration jacket was run 
at -25”C, the rotor tcmperat~ure increa,xtl during t,op-to-bcktom flow in 



the black titanium rotor. However, when the jacket was run at -45”, 
the rotor temperature was cont,rolled within tl”C. Second, the tempera- 
ture rise of the sample stream in bottom-to-top flows is dependent on t,he 
seal #coolant ‘temperature (Fi g. 4). The dependence is less marked in top- 
to-bottom flow because t)he lower seal housing provides a smaller heat 
exchanger and there is a lesser temperature differential (due t’o the single 
bearing). 

The lubricating oil9 originally used for the damper bearings was speci- 
fied for operation at 25-50°C. Cooling to 0” would increase its viscosity 
such Ithat heating would result in the ‘bearings. Several oils that had de- 
sirable temperature-viscosity characteristics were tested for inducing 
swelling of the silicone-rubber damper pads. An important consideration 
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FIG. 4. Sample stream differential temperature ns function of seal coolant hn- 
perature. Sample: water, 3°C input temperature, bottom-to-top flow at 18 liter/hr. 
Rotor: Ii-IIIB, 30,000 rpm, temperature srxt to conlrol at 3”. Lhl~ill;~ry cooling ron- 
ditions: oil, 20”. 

is to find a lubricant with a satisfactory viscosity at low temperatures that 
retains sufficient lubricity at 50-75” should a refrigeration unit fail dur- 
ing high-speed operation. Mobil DTE-7971° has been used while we are 
further testing several hydraulic fluids rich in polyisobutylene. Figure 5 
shows #that, at oil ,inlet temperatures of O-17” (Mobil DTE-797), the 
temperature differential of the sample stream is practically unchanged. 

The cooling capacity of the oil flow was improved Iby modifying the 

‘ESSO Aviation 65, Humble Oil and Refining Co., Houston, Texas. 
I” Mobil Oil Co., New York, New York. 
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FIG. 5. Sample stream differential temperature as function of oil temperature. 
Sample and rotor: as in Fig. 4. Ancillary cooling conditions: seal coolant, 20°C. 

damper housing to provide positive oil flow through the two upper hear- 
ings instead of only through the top ‘bearing, as originally provided. This 
resulted in a 20% decrease in Ithe sample stream temperature differential. 
However, we have since replaced the entire damper housing with a fluid- 
cooled mode1711 which when used with antifreeze at -5” makes refrigera- 
tion of the oil reservoir unnecessary. 

The use of the K-cent,rifuge has been ext,ended to temperature-sensitive 
material through the use of a radiometer for temperature detection and a 
gas-expansion refrigera.tion jacket! for rotor temperature control. The 
sample stream differcntinl temperature has ‘been lowered to a usable 
range through refrigeration of the seal coolant and t,he damper housing. 
If a temperature-sensitive particle is t’o be collected in the rotor during 
continuous-flow operat,ion, it would be preferable to direct flow from bot- 
tom-to-top; thus, t,he particle does not pass through the high heat load 
area. Conversely, if a particle is to remain in the sample Ptream, i.e., 
preparation of a high-speed supernatanb, trmo options are open: bottom- 
to-top flow with rapid cooling of effluent, either with an efficient heat ex- 
changer in the outflow line, or of the bulk solution; or top-to-bottom flow 
and allowing the rotor itself -to act as a heat, exchanger. 
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